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MESSAGE 
FROM
  CHAIRMAN

“Dear Colleagues,
 
In 2017, the business continued to suffer from the 
economic crisis and our results also reflect clear 
inadequacies and show that we have a hill to climb.
 
Although the entire industry is feeling the pressure 
of this downturn, we must do more to improve our 
results and competitive position. 
 
To analyze our performance and challenges, let us 
start with HSE. Notwithstanding the improvements 
in the areas we measure, there were a total of 
62 incidents leading to a total of 8 LTI across the 
group.  This outcome is not acceptable and we must 
improve our HSE performance.
 
The Petroleum Services business is in the toughest 
era we’ve seen in decades. Profit margins are 
squeezed by the reduction of oil prices and the 
strong competition.  Nevertheless, MBPS has 
managed to lower employment cost and we hope 
that the overall cost reduction along with winning 
new contracts will allow the company to become 
competitive again.  The Workover organization has 

secured a contract with PDO for 10 years; in addition, Gulf Drilling has also secured a 6-year contract with 
PDO. Production Services has been performing better than planned and we hope to see continued growth in 
this segment. In Drilling Fluids the competition is fierce; so this segment must strive for better performance 
to sustain and improve its market share.  Internationally, MBPS Saudi Arabia also continues to be challenged 
with growing competition in the market. Bahrain is doing well and has a good relationship with Tatweer 
Petroleum. Germany’s performance has excelled in the past year ; its scope has increased tenfold . In MBPS 
Oman,  we have reduced absenteeism by 30% in comparison to 2016 absence level. Thus all owing us to 
meet the financial figure target for employment cost reduction are commendable

The Exploration and Production business overall has continued to grow with Petrogas net production 
surpassing 43,000 bopd in 2017; thanks to Daleel’s robust delivery from both existing and from new fields; 
and to both Petrogas Netherlands and Petrogas Rima who have delivered outstandingly against their annual 
production targets.  With the newly acquired 3D seismic in North Sea and the new discoveries in Daleel 
and in Rima, Petrogas continues its drive for growth.  Furthermore, we congratulate Daleel on being the first 
flare-free operator in the country, selling gas produced in association with the oil.
 
UES has successfully achieved a positive EBITDA in 2017 compared to a loss in 2016.  This was possible 
by implementing cost saving initiatives like reduction in manpower costs and controlling expenses and 
optimizing operational efficiencies.
 
UES established a manufacturing partnership with major oil services companies in Oman to manufacture 
Liner Hanger equipment.  The company has secured a strategic partnership agreement with Glasspoint to 
provide local support in manufacturing and providing a suitable space in its Rusayl facility.

UES delivered 22 chemical injection skids to PDO as part of the five year contract that was awarded to UES 
in 2016. UES has also been awarded a five year contract by Oxy Mukhaizna & Safah for the provision of 
Specialized Repair services for their Once Through Steam Generators (OTSG) and ASME stamped equipment.

Due to the consolidation of the large Oil & Gas Service companies such as (Cameron & Schlumberger, 
FMC & Technip, GE Baker Hughes) Hyspec made significant efforts to re-establish themselves within the 
revamped engineering and procurement teams, this allowed Hyspec to experience the healthiest year seen 
since the end of 2014.
 
Koller delivered 11 Wire line/Slickline units to Aramco in 2016, that completed 12 months service without 
any major mechanical failures. Aramco is impressed and have issued further enquiries for repeat orders. 
Koller successfully delivered 2 x 90 ton Hoists to OMV/Petrom bringing the total number of units in service 
to 5 with the client.

Koller has also successfully designed, manufactured and delivered an offshore Coil Tubing package and a 
used offshore wire line unit to an international client . Both units were well received by the two respective 
clients.  Koller secured an order for a similar offshore coil tubing unit from a third client.  This provides Koller 
with a firm footing and enviable track record in a challenging but developing market.
 
In the mining sector, the exploration phase of our Mawarid Rwandan assets has ended with very positive 
results of Tantalum. We have commenced our development phase of the project with our plant being built 
and equipment prepped. We are looking forward to production in Q1 2019.

In our hospitality business, Musstir is re-positioning its portfolio of projects with plan to start its first regional 
project in Al Marjan Island, Ras Al Khaimah – UAE in 2018 while it continues in optimizing the business of 
the operating hotels. Musstir needs to make use of the growing tourism industry in Oman and Zanzibar, to 
make our operations profitable.

Turquoise successfully sold M/Y Razan after winning an award for best interior design during the Cannes 
annual yachting festival. 

 
In MBH, while allowing individual businesses the necessary freedom to run their operations, the corporate 
functions (Finance & Investment, IT, HR, Audit, Legal, Marketing & Communication, Medical) shall set 
Standards of Excellence and provide guidance and best practices, in consultation with all Group Companies.  
The goal is to ensure that, as a Group we operate at world-class standards, using cutting edge tools and 
technologies in all functions.  This is a long term journey, but our expectation is that all corporate functions 
shall embark on it, as soon as possible.

The outlook for 2018 remains tough. Our strategy would be to focus on activities that add value to our 
customers and result in quick cash-flow to sustain the overall Group activities. We must scrutinize and filter 
activities that do not accomplish this goal. There needs to be a sharper focus on commerciality aspects of 
all initiatives and we must have business plans and scorecards that achieve profitability.  Cost reduction 
initiatives must continue, without compromising on quality and safety.

I have confidence in your determination. Let’s get going.

Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani
Chairman

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
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MESSAGE 
FROM
  CHAIRMAN

MESSAGE FROM
THE EDITOR
Dear Colleagues,

As we venture into a new business year on behalf 
of MB Holding I would like to congratulate you 
all on ending the year with great vigor & facing 
all challenges head on, may your hard work and 
dedciation continue to pay off.

The end of the year is a time where we are able 
to look back at our achievements, learn from our 
mistakes, and assess how we can be better in the 
years to come. This year in particular there have been 
many achievements despite the financial difficulties 
we have been facing, especially in the HR realm. The 
Sharifa Al Harthy Award for excellence was launched 
earlier this year establishing an internally developed 
HR standard of excellence scheme. We congratulate 
Petrogas E&P on their big win and Gulf Drilling for 
being a close runner up. In addition, Petrogas also 
won an award for “Best Nationalization Inactive in 
the Private Sector “by the GCC GOV HR Award. 
Petrogas was selected amongst the most prestigious 
companies in the region.

The Chairman’s Award for Excellence was also 
introduced this year. The initiative is designed to recognize excellence, promote innovation and to celebrate 
out of the box thinkers. Fourteen companies partook in the first ever CAE, participating in the categories of 
Financial Performance, Research and Development, as well as Creative and Innovation. Congratulations to 
the gold, silver and bronze winners of 2017.

2017 has also proved to be a triumphant year for Musstir’s hotels, Al Baleed by Anatara Salalah has won 
multiple awards including Best Family Hotel in Oman, by Conde Nast Traveller & Best swimming pools in the 
world, Conde Nast Traveller UK in addition it has also made its way on to Harper’s Bazaar UK 2017 Travel 
hotlist. Park Inn Muscat & Park Inn Duqm have racked up four awards in ‘Haute Grandeur Global Awards’ and 
most recently Essque Zalu won Awards as 2017 Luxury Honeymoon Hotel and as 2017 Luxury beach resort 
in East Africa.

In MB Clinic has made good efforts to reduce costs by securing contract with another laboratory with 
significant lower price per test and excellent services. Furthermore, it has managed successfully to add new 
medical checkups to meet all PDO requirements.

May 2018 bring us more success.

Rahma Al Barwani
Head of Communications & External Affairs

Congratulations!
We congratulate H.E. Usama 
Al Barwani, Petrogas CEO, 
on his new role as Honorary
Consul of the Republic of 
Uganda.

Wishing him all the best in 
his new role!
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Turquoise Yachts latest delivery, the 47m ‘M/Y Razan’ won an award  from ‘ World Yachts Trophies 2017’  
during the Cannes Yachti ng Festi val, for ‘Best interior Design’ in the category of 38m-50m yachts.  

The open layout of the yacht gives it a very spacious feel featuring many large windows to uti lize the beauty 
of natural lights and to enjoy the scenery of the ocean from within the boat.  The interior of the boat uti lizes 
light fresh colours giving it an elegant yet homey feel.  The yacht provides accommodati on for 12 guests on 
board.  

M/Y RAZA WINS BEST INTERIOR
DESIGN AT CANNES YACHT FESTIVAL

AL BALEED RESORT SALALAH BY
ANANTARA 
Top Resorts in the Middle East: Readers’ Choice Awards 2017

A villa resort in Salalah, set between the sea and a freshwater lagoon on Dhofar’s south coast, this beachfront 
oasis is an example of architecture and decor inspired by the area’s coastal fortresses. 

In additi on to the premier and deluxe rooms, there are 96 villas, including 88 private pool villas that are perfect 
for families. 

Younger guests  will love the kids’ and teens’ clubs, children’s pool and gaming room, and the whole family 
can enjoy the infi nity pool, private beach, water sports and tennis, volleyball, petanque and beach football 
faciliti es. While the kids are kicking a ball around, indulge in a signature treatment at the Anantara Spa, which 
features Salalah’s fi rst hammam and razul treatment rooms. Doubles from OMR 150; 00968-2322-8222, 
salalah.anantara.com

The seemingly never-ending infi nity pool stretches as far as the sea and the sweep of powderly palm-lined 
beach at Al Baleed Resort Salalah, by Anantara in Oman.
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Awards Corporate Social Responsibility 

Awareness

Omanization

AL BALEED RESORT SALALAH BY ANANTARA 

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara won several awards in 2017, among them was the MEED Quality 
Awards for Projects 2017 and was announced the Hotel Project of the Year. Al Baleed was also the Middle 
East’s Leading New Resort Nominee for the World Travel Awards 2017. Moreover, it was listed among the 
best family-friendly hotels in Oman by Conde Nast Traveller and the best swimming pools in the world 
by Conde Nast Traveller UK. In its 2017 travel guide, Harper’s Bazaar, UK listed Al Baleed Resort Salalah 
among 2017 TRAVEL HOTLIST. Furthermore, the hotel received the Holiday Check Award and won the Nast 
Readers’ Choice award as one of up to ten top resorts in the Middle East. Shortlisted as the professional of 
the year for IT, HR, F&B and Sales, Al Baleed received Hotelier Middle East Awards .

With regard to localizati on eff orts, the resort has successfully implemented various programmes to att ract 
and train Omanis. With 64 Omanis currently employed at the resort, working in positi ons ranging from 
Resident Manager and Director of Human Resources to Front Offi  ce, Housekeeping and F&B, Al Baleed 
Resort Salalah by Anantara is committ ed to growing its Omani work force in line with the Ministry of 
Manpower’s targets. Locals with an interest in the industry are always encouraged to intern at the resort. 
In additi on, the resort has arranged a partnership with the Nati onal Hospitality Insti tute (NHI) in which 
students take part in class-based theoreti cal and practi cal training followed by on-site training at the resort 
and the full-ti me hire. 

Currently, four Omanis have taken part of this programme and are now a part of the resort staff . Once 
aboard the resort conti nues to invest in Omani talent via cross exposure and send them overseas for a 
training experience with other sister properti es in Thailand and UAE. In fact, our latest candidate Training 
Offi  cer Ali Al Mahri has just left  to spend one month in Bangkok cross-training at the Anantara Riverside 
property. 

Just as important as helping Omanis fi nd a career in hospitality we are also supporti ng the local community 
in which we work and live. Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara does this in a number of ways to support 
both the Salalah and resort colleague communiti es. In the resort, we hosted auti sm school in Salalah to 
spend a day in our kids’ club facility with various acti viti es including swimming, games and craft s. We also 
hosted Al Bahjah for Orphans students at the resort for a programme called Future Hoteliers in which we 
introduced tourism industry and how they can grow their career with the hotel. 

In additi on, the resort introduced Karankasho during Ramadan to the children and families in the local 
community with treats, games and singing.  Among other acti viti es, we held a trash clean-up at one of 
the most visited nature spots during the Khareef season.  Most recently, the resort held a breast cancer 
awareness walk through which OMR 200 was raised and donated to Omani Cancer Society. Furthermore,  
the resort off ered free health screenings for colleagues as well as an educati onal session on breast cancer. 

Through aggressive eff orts over the last year, Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara has been able to make 
quite a name for itself. The resort has appeared in such high-end outlets as Conde Nast Traveller, AFAR, 
Departures and Travel + Leisure as well as Forbes, Financial Times, Associated Press, Gulf News and London’s 
The Telegraph and The Times Sunday Mail. Social media following has steadily increased to 8,313 Facebook 
likes and 5,874 Instagram followers. In fact, the resort won the award for Best Social Media Engagement 
among the all hotel brands under the Minor Hotel Group. 

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara has hosted almost 200 media and social infl uencers and appeared in 
more than 800 pieces of coverage around the world worth millions in adverti sing dollars. The sales team 
has landed such high-profi le clients as Chevrolet, Hyundai, Ooredoo, Omantel and Central Bank of Oman 
and closed a piece of business worth more than $105,000 USD with fi ve diff erent groups coming in 2018.  
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MB HOLDING SUPPORTS 
CSR EVENT BY AL ROYA
The Omani Corporate Social Responsibility Forum revealed the fi rst draft  of the nati onal social responsibility 
charter for companies. The forum ti tled “Towards nati onal social responsibility charter” was presided by H.E. 
Mohammed bin Said Al Kalbani and att ended by Sheikha Hessa bint Khalifa Al Thani, Secretary-General of 
the League of Arab States for Humanitarian Aff airs. Group of governmental enti ti es, companies, NGOs and 
social acti vists parti cipated in the forum. 

MB Group was present in the forum, represented by Iman Al Barwani, CSR and Corporate Communicati ons 
Manager – Petrogas E&P. Iman gave a presentati on on the Group’s eff ort towards sustainable CSR initi ati ves 
and MB Foundati on eff orts. In her presentati on, she emphasized the importance of integrati ng eff orts from 
the government, companies and the society. 

Iman explained the pillars of MB Foundati on that drive the decision making of its investment, being: 
Educati on of Omani Youth, Women’s empowerment, Citi zens Health & Welfare and Contributi on to Civil 
Society. Moreover, she shared examples of our success stories in this front, such as: scholarships, supporti ng 
women centers, supporti ng hospitals and organizing events for kids of special needs.

The event was attended by Madam Sharifa Al Harthy, Musaab Al Harthy, Said Al Jabri and members of the 
Communications and External Affairs Department.
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MB GROUP INTRODUCES 
SHARIFA AL HARTHY HR AWARD OF 
EXCELLENCE

Award Dedicated to Group’s Vice Chairperson to Acknowledge 
Her Signifi cant Contributions

Petrogas E&P LLC HR Team Proud Winner of Sharifa Al Harthy 
HR Award of Excellence 2017
MB Holding Group has introduced Sharifa Al Harthy HR Award of Excellence; that is granted to winner of the 
newly launched HR Standards of Excellence scheme. The Standards will form a benchmark for HR Functional 
Excellence within MB Group. Dedicating this Award to the Vice Chairperson has come in recognition of her 
signifi cant contributions to HR profession and the business community in general. In addition, this award 
is an appreciation of her long served career as the Head of HR for MB Group, as well as her continuous 
support to HR fraternity within the Group and beyond. Badran Al Hinai, the Group HR Manager has stated, 
“HR Standards of Excellence scheme will play a major role in people management in the business. We are 
immensely honoured as a profession that Mrs. Sharifa Al Harthy has accepted to sponsor the HR Award of 
Excellence”.

This scheme will be used for various HR audits and benchmarks to support the goal of standardization and 
the 1-HR concept locally & globally. Moreover, the scheme encourages different stakeholders to adopt 
best HR practices and elevates the overall functional professionalism and excellence in the MB Group.
Each MB Group company HR has been evaluated against the MB HR Excellence standards. 

It is not a competition between companies, but a benchmark against the standards. First step in the process 
was to carry out self-assessment by HR departments, followed by business verifi cation by business leaders. 
Final evaluation and verifi cation were done initially by the Internal Audit department with independent HR 
representation, followed by independent senior management panel.

The recognition ceremony was held on the 18th of September during the HR Town hall meeting. Petrogas 
E&P LLC HR team was the best performing MB Group Company against the standards in 2017 followed 
by the runner up MBPS Well Services department and MBPS Production Services department in the third 
place. The proud winner, Petrogas E&P LLC HR team, received their trophy from Mrs. Sharifa Al Harthy in a 
ceremony attended by the Group HR managers and professionals.

EXCELLENCE

place. The proud winner, Petrogas E&P LLC HR team, received their trophy from Mrs. Sharifa Al Harthy in a 
ceremony attended by the Group HR managers and professionals.
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The Chairman’s Award for Excellence (CAE) is an initiative designed 
to encourage, reward and celebrate excellence in the MB Group of 
Companies worldwide. It is founded on the premise that recognizing 
and properly rewarding excellence is an effective way of motivating 
employees and enhancing the culture of ‘excellence’.

To that end, the Group launched the CAE Scheme in the early 2017. 
The scheme is sponsored by The Chairman Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani.  
Badran Al Hinai, Group HR Manager is the Corporate CAE Manager.

The scheme objectives include; Badran Al Hinai

1st June 2017 was the start date of projects nominations, which continued until mid-July.  Employees and 
teams from across the Group had the opportunity to showcase their best business contributions in the areas 
of fi nancial performance, research & development, new products and services innovation and other forms of 
creativity that improve and sustain our competitive edge.  A total of 49 nominations were received via the online 
portal from 14 companies as shown in the graph below.

From these descriptions, many of these ideas have delivered a considerable fi nancial impact to their respective 
businesses.  The additional signifi cant value obtained from the CAE initiative, is the opportunity to exchange and 
share these original ideas between companies globally which will be very benefi cial for MB Group.

The award granting ceremony for the top 3 winners is planned towards the end of November 2017.

CAE Champions in each company conducted the initial review of the applications to ensure the basic scheme 
criteria are met.  That was followed by Companies’ Management Teams reviewing and ranking of the projects 
based on their comparative value in terms of ‘innovation & creativity’ and the ‘fi nancial & commercial’ impact 
of each project. The input from Management Teams was then reviewed by a corporate panel made of Senior 
Business Leaders, the Group CFO, Director of Corporate Operations and the Scheme Manager.  Robust challenge 
of the top 9 projects took place to identify the top 3 initiatives that would be presented to the Chairman for fi nal 
approval.

The table on next page shows brief descriptions of the top applications.

CHAIRMAN AWARD 
FOR EXCELLENCE

Encouraging creativity & innovation leading to competitive edge and improved business performance.

Facilitating best practice exchange & sharing within the Group.

Enhancing the culture of excellence, recognizing and celebrating it. 

Strengthening the 1-MB Group identity.
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     CAE-17-68 Nick Dancer    
PEPN

Horizon Platform 
De-manning

Re-designing, engineering and operating the offshore 
Horizon platform with 2 member crew and without crew 
during the night, moving towards complete un-manned 
operation towards the end of 2017;  while maintaining full 
production.

$1.25 mln
pa / savings

Frits Meijer, Gerrit Walgaard, 
Folkert Kaman, Eric Stolk, Bart 
Smits, Frenk Schoenmaker, 
Bert de Graaf, Martijn van 
Gentevoort, Rob Steinz, Paul 
Velder, Christian Matser, Rik 
Boogaard

     
     CAE-17-60 Talal Al-Abdali 

Daleel

Geo-Steering 
Within Ultra-thin 
Reservoirs in 
Block5-

Through deep understanding of the field structure, the team 
could geo-steer drilling bit horizontally for a total length of 
up to 900m based on what they see in front of them, without 
the need of the expensive geo-steering tools.  This has 
enabled Daleel to boost (STOIIP) potential of Block 5 by an 
impressive %15.

  $ 2.75 mln / Savings

Talal Salim Al-Abdali, Salim 
Mohammed BaOmar, Rashid 
Jumma Al-Maskri, Majid Sadiq 
Alhooti, Riyadh Nasser Al-
Kindi

 

      CAE-17-26 
Khalid Wardi 

Daleel

Implementation 
of Multiphase 
Flow Meter MFM 
in Daleel Block5- 
Field.

MFM is a new, compact unit for well test used for the remote 
wells as an alternative to conventional test method (Test 
Separators). It uses Gama rays to quantify the individual 
stream flow and the total mass flow. MFM is easy to install 
and move and easy to line-up and automate (un-manned 
control).  %60 of Daleel Wells at Block 5 use this technology.

 

Around $6M pa 
savings

Hamed Al Siyabi, Faheem 
Al Marhoobi, Mohammed 
Abbadi, Badar Al Rahbi, Saleh 
Al Shabibi 

     

     
 CAE-17-22

Mohammed Al 
Ghaithi - Daleel

Block 5 Enhanced 
Well Design & 
Optimization

Applying various interconnected techniques aiming to 
optimize overall cost & improve well delivery and improve 
overall UTC by continuous evaluation of drilling practices & 
enhanced well design.  The techniques applied include Mud 
Utilization (specific mud type selection per hole section), 
Cement Optimizations (specific cement type used in 
different), Well Design and Mud Logging optimization.

$6.5 mln estimated 
savings per annum

Frits Meijer, Gerrit Walgaard, 
Folkert Kaman, Eric Stolk, Bart 
Smits, Frenk Schoenmaker, 
Bert de Graaf, Martijn van 
Gentevoort, Rob Steinz, Paul 
Velder, Christian Matser, Rik 
Boogaard

     
  CAE-17-31

Cyrus Gikonyo 
- MBPS

WIRE-LINE BOP 
CLOSE/OPEN 
TIME

MBPS BOPs had grown old and there were regular issues 
with the opening/closing time which took more than 30 
seconds and up to 60 seconds sometimes which is below the 
client well control standards. External refurbishment would 
have been very expensive and time consuming.  Internal 
modifications were conducted on the BOPs using MBPS 
resources to meet the client standard requirements (less than 
30 seconds; the units achieved 22 seconds) and considerable 
cost savings.

  $ 2.75 mln / Savings

Talal Salim Al-Abdali, Salim 
Mohammed BaOmar, Rashid 
Jumma Al-Maskri, Majid 
Sadiq Alhooti, Riyadh Nasser 
Al-Kindi

 

    CAE-17-65
Nick Dancer 

PEPN

Helm Platform 
well A1 &A9 Plug 
and Abandonment 
Trial

The Industry approach to abandonment of production 
wells is to use a Jack-Up drilling rig. Petrogas used its own 
workover basket, with modifications, and worked with the 
key contractors to overcome the challenges of punching 
casing, cutting casing and safely lifting the casing using the 
workover basket and platform crane. This has never been 
tried before by the industry.

 

Around $6M pa 
savings

Hamed Al Siyabi, Faheem 
Al Marhoobi, Mohammed 
Abbadi, Badar Al Rahbi, Saleh 
Al Shabibi 

     

     
 CAE-17-25

Reno 
Schroeder - 

Koller Germany

Compact Electric 
Drive for Wireline 
winches

Compact Electric Drive is a very powerful drive for wireline 
and logging winches, which can be used instead of the 
classic hydraulic drive. Its main aspects are high operational 
capability, very low environmental impact, high power 
density and flexible energy supply.

USD 500,000 with 
continuous revenue

Stefan Hasselmann, Dirk 
Krueger, Horst Rosentreter

  
  CAE-17-54

Cavit Unlusu - 
Turquoise Floating Dock 1

Turquoise Shipyard built a new floating dock of 3000 tones 
haulage capacity.  Saving considerable amount of money if it 
were to purchase a floating dock from the market.

  2,880,000 Euros 
(once off)

Taylan Salgur, Ibrahim 
Bogazkesen, Murat Acil

 

    CAE-17-50
Cavit Unlusu - 

Turquoise
Hydro Pneumatic 
Launching System

The Shipyard dock does not have slip way to launch a 1,500 
tones weighted floating dock. The shipyard team prepared a 
temporary slip way for the launching. A floating barge was 
filled with water and grounded %3 inclination. The floating 
dock was lifted up by a hydraulic truck and carried to out 
of shed. Inflatable rubber balloons were positioned under 
the floating dock and then the balloons were inflated by 
pressured air. Bulldozers pushed out the floating dock on the 
balloons. The floating dock was positioned on the inclined 
barge and was launched into water safely.

 

400.000 dollars 
(once off)

Taylan Salgur, Murat Acil, 
Erman Sahin, Zahit Ogurlu
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On the 31st of October, in Abu Dhabi, Petrogas E&P of MB Group was 
recognized by ‘GCC GOV HR Awards’ for its eff orts in Human Resources & 
People performance. Petrogas won an award for ‘Best Nati onalizati on initi ati ve 
in the private sector’. The organizati on was selected from amongst some of the 
best & most presti gious companies operati ng in the GCC.
 
The ‘GCC GOV Awards’ aims to recognize, promote & reward professionalism 
and outstanding achievements of governments, business organizati ons, and 
people who have raised the bench mark of people performance across the 
region.  The Petrogas HR team members are humbled and honored that their 
eff orts have been recognized and are further moti vated to conti nue to work 
toward people performance and development of young Omanis.
 

Employee moti vati on & performance are key to the success of Petrogas. To further enhance a culture of recogniti on 
and appreciati on of employees as an intrinsic part of Petrogas every business, Petrogas has introduced an Employee 
of the Quarter Scheme. 

The Employee of the Quarter is rewarded by a Non-Cash Award value 300 OMR, a certi fi cate and parking on 
“Employee of Quarter” parking during the next quarter.

The Employee of the Quarter committ ee exists of CEO / delegate, COO, CHRO and Audit. The committ ee reviews 
the nominati ons and selects the award winner based on the following criteria: 

As announced at the Thursday lunch of 5 October, Laila Al Barwani, HR 
Business Partner EP, has been selected by the Employee of the Quarter 
Committ ee as Employee of Quarter 3, 2017. We congratulate Laila and 
thank her for the contributi ons to Petrogas!

The employee of Quarter 4 2017 will be announced beginning of January 
2018.

Yasser Al Mughairi, Chief Human Resources Offi  cer  stated, “ winning an award in the category of Nati onalizati on 
is a testament to His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said’s vision & personal dedicati on to empowering the Omani 
people. Today, Petrogas E&P and MB Group of companies have ti relessly worked towards His Majesty’s vision in 
employing, training and empowering the Omani work force.
 
Petrogas E&P was also nominated for “Innovati on in employee engagements in the private sector.” Although, 
there was high competi ti on in this category, Petrogas E&P managed to be shortlisted by GCC GOV HR panel.

In Petrogas and MB Group companies, we believe in Omanizati on and the operati onal, economic and social value 
it brings. Our future plans embed stretched targets for empowering and developing Omanis, supporti ng ICV and 
fostering Oman’s economy.

PETROGAS INTRODUCED EMPLOYEE OF 
THE QUARTER 

PETROGAS WINS BEST NATIONALIZATION 
INITIATIVE IN GCC PRIVATE SECTOR 

 
Employee of the Quarter Criteria Explanation

Goes the Extra Mile
Outstanding effort to get duties done beyond
normal tasks

    
Innovation / Behavioral & personal 
attributes

Contribute to improvement of systems & processes and other 
improvements / working smarter with positive impact on 
business.

QHSSE Compliance & Initiatives Outstand the QHSSE performance in all aspects 
Team player Create positive team atmosphere supporting team performance 

Share knowledge with colleagues

Involvement in projects Key player in projects

First employee of the Quarter: 
Laila Al Barwani
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IDFS: MUD SYSTEM
Integrated Drilling Fluids Department has introduced new drilling fl uids engineering soft ware, which will increase 
effi  ciency and accuracy of reports produced for more eff ecti ve decision-making. Led by Mr. Slimani Lemnouar 
(Drilling Fluids Engineering Supervisor) and developed by Mr. Omar Farook (Senior Programmer), Synapse, the 
system has been implemented in the sites and currently operati onal.

Total mud reporti ng system (TMRS) is a reporti ng soft ware, for generati ng the daily report and summary of all 
drilling fl uids operati ons.  It is used by drilling fl uids engineers on site to generate the daily mud report and in 
offi  ce to generate the well summary at the end of each well. 
The soft ware contains mud properti es, drilling parameters, hydraulics and volume calculati on and the chemicals 
usage and inventory.

The original soft ware was created in 2008, but it was kept dormant due to many technical issues related to the 
complexity of the soft ware, which resulted in inaccurate reports and caused the operati ng computers to stall. Mr. 
Slimani took the lead to fi x the soft ware with Synapse support. 

They Started working on this soft ware in 2016. At the beginning old system familiarizati on process took place. 
The second step was to work with IT programming specialist to repair current issues and develop new features. 
Trouble shooti ng was jointly done by Omar [Synapse] and Mr. Slimani Lemnouar to resolve many Technical issues 
that has been discovered. The third step was to test the soft ware on diff erent wells with diff erent cases to 
confi rm that the soft ware is working properly and all reporti ng calculati ons are correct. Finally, aft er tough tests, 
we went live with the new version of MB Mud Reporti ng System”.

The soft ware has been rolled out on new contracts, such as Daleel Petroleum and Petrogas Rima, where the  
soft ware captured data from the beginning of the operati ons, aft er training the drilling fl uids engineers on this 
soft ware. Another area for rollout is in Saudi Aramco rigs in which 80 drilling fl uids engineers need to be trained 
to use the soft ware in well operati ons.

To be eff ecti ve in the rollout of the soft ware, the department is focusing on training drilling fl uids engineers. The 
training includes re-running trials where the engineers will need to generate well reports from both old and new 
systems. Then results are compared to validate all soft ware functi onaliti es are working properly and giving live 
experience to drilling fl uids engineers on new improvements. 

Why MB Mud Reporti ng System?
The soft ware has many advantages in terms of development and ti me saving.
The soft ware boosts the competi ti veness of the company in the market by off ering our clients high-end tool and 
accurate data. Moreover, the soft ware is giving more advantages such as:

Security of the system, it cannot be used by another company, the previous reporti ng system was XLS based on 
weak security measures.
Data accuracy
More data captured in the same platf orm.
Advance Reports.
Data lock against accidental changes.
Saving ti me in fi lling data in user-friendly interface, and reports are produced automati cally.

 Daily
Operation

Data

MBPS
Drilling

Fluid Team 

Mud Recap
Reports

 Generate
Daily
Mud

Reports 

 Mud Recap
Reports

Invoicing and
annual 

 inventory of 
 chemicals

HYDRAULIC
CALCULATION

AUTO
SEND
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PETROGAS NETHERLANDS IS
50 YEARS OLD !

PETROGAS RIMA:
 

The Union Oil Company of the Netherlands was signed on the 12th of June 1967, starti ng a journey into the 
unknown. At the ti me, oil and gas producti on from the North Sea was sti ll a dream, with no one being sure that 
there was any oil or gas there, let alone there being the technology to produce it.

During the past 50 years the company became a key player in the explorati on and producti on of hydrocarbons in 
The Netherlands. Originally Union Oil Company of the Netherlands and Union Oil Transportati on B.V established 
their offi  ce in The Hague in 1967. The 1st well was the Q1-01 well, spudded on the 4th December 1969. In 1978, 
the Q1-03 well discovered the Helm fi eld followed in 1979 by the Helder fi eld discovery with well Q1-04, and 
the Q1 Producti on License was awarded in June 1980.

First Oil from Helm and Helder was achieved in 1982, and in 1983 the company changed to Unocal Netherlands 
B.V. to develop the oil business further. Unocal drilled the fi rst horizontal well in Europe with the Helder A04 in 
1986.

Following the takeover by Chevron, the A12 gas platf orm was brought on stream in 2007, with B13 following in 
2013. This again required new technology, to enable gas from reserves as shallow as 494m and to produce 
TVDSS at high rates for sustained periods.

As we all know, in 2014, the Dutch company was sold by Chevron to Petrogas. As Petrogas E&P
Netherlands B.V., we have conti nued to invest and grow in the North Sea, and bring Petrogas’ enthusiasm and 
perspecti ve to complement an already technically strong company. We successfully safely built and installed 
the A18 Platf orm in 2015 and are conti nuing to push the boundaries of developing the shallow gas play. At 
the same ti me, operati onal effi  ciency has allowed conti nued oil producti on in Q1 and P9, achieving 35 years 
of oil producti on this year. This has all been achieved whilst honoring Petrogas’ goal of Incident and Injury free 
Operati ons.

Our 50th anniversary milestone has been achieved with the support and trust of our Chairman, shareholders 
and partners, but ulti mately it has been achieved by the dedicati on, enthusiasm and ingenuity of the staff  to 
overcome challenges and create opportuniti es.
I am proud that we have achieved this milestone while conti nuing to safely and prudently manage our business. 
The future may look challenging, but it oft en has over the last 50 years. With our on-going drilling campaign and 
3D seismic survey, we are conti nuing to invest in the future.

Hartelijk gefeliciteerd! 

Despite poor weather forecasts a group of 17 brave Petrogas men and women joined the Connect Sailing Regatt a 
2017. It turned out to be a good choice, since weather conditi ons were far bett er than forecasted, we only 
endured several (small) showers. We sailed the Kaag with four boats, all accompanied by an instructor. During 
the BBQ, the winners of the ‘puzzle tour’ proudly received the sailing event trophy! 

On the 12th  of July, Usama Al Barwani and Azhar El Kindi visited the Maersk Resolute and the A12 platf orm. 
Joining them on the rig were the CEO & COO of Maersk Drilling, Jorn Madsen and Angela Durkin, along with 
Marcel van de Meer, Bart Smits and Nick Dancer. Having inspected the rig and meeti ng the drilling teams, as well 
as a short trip down to the A18 platf orm, Usama and Azhar, along with Nick and Bart visited the A12 platf orm. 
They were given an excellent tour of the facility by the OIM, Peter van Dassen, as well as meeti ng some of the 
crew (who were prett y busy getti  ng the plant up and running aft er its shutdown).

The event took place from 12 – 13 September 2017 at Crown Plaza, Muscat; under the Patronage of H.E. Sheikh 
Khalid bin Omar bin Said Al Marhoon, Minister of Civil Service. Experts from Oman and abroad parti cipated as 
speakers, sponsors and exhibitors showcasing cutti  ng edge technology, researches, products and know-how for 
a safer and profi table business environment.
This conference is a strategic initi ati ve and a part of Oman Nati onal Development Agenda event to review and 
enhance workplace safety, security, and work together to enhance operati ng safety standards in Oman.

Anniversary speech given by Nick Dancer (GM PEPN) 
Participated as a Silver Sponsor in Oman Workplace Safety & Loss 
Prevention Conference

Sailing regatta

VIP Visit Maersk Resolute and A 12 Platform
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As part of Petrogas E&P ongoing efforts to promote safety and health at working environment. The 1st 
annual QHSSE Forum was organized on Wednesday 4th and Thursday 5th October 2017 at Park Inn Hotel 
and it was a great event which had brought a very large health and safety community of committed staff 
together from Petrogas E&P and its subsidiaries led by the Chairperson Mr. Usama Al Barwani CEO PGEP 
and Mr. Azhar Al Kindi COO PGEP. 

The theme of QHSSE Forum was “QHSSE Excellence 2022” “Shaping the Future of QHSSE management”. 
Three main goals or strategic plans were discussed during the forum 1. Enhance Collaboration (Risks 
Assessment & LMRA, Meeting Global best Industrial practice, Event and Incident Reporting, etc.), 
2. Working Together (Improve communication, Establishing required security measures, Improving QHSE 
Data management, etc.) & 3. Empowering (Competence development, tracking corrective and preventive 
actions, Promoting QHSSE Culture on all levels & etc.).

It was strongly emphasized by the Corporate QHSSE Manager Mr. Ghudayyer Al Waheibi that Petrogas E&P 
and its subsidiaries have achieved a number of advancements and reviews in managing health and safety 
in our organization during recent years and they have all shown that, fundamentally, the QHSSE managing 
system existing in our organization is fit for purpose. QHSSE now lies at the heart of our operations respected 
regulatory system and we shall continue to be a catalyst for positive change in organizations that range from 
the micro-business right up to the major international oil and gas players who manage major hazard facilities.

The overall goal of the Petrogas QHSSE Forum 2022 is to make every workplace safety and healthy as an 
integral part of performing our business in every operational workplace. Prevention of accident and injuries 
and the principles of prevention are the cornerstone of our business strategy. 

Mr. Khalaifin K. Al Adhoobi – Manager QHSE Planning and Business support Petrogas E&P stressed that; 
the world in which we operate today is markedly different to the one when HSE was established. Looking 
ahead, the accelerating pace of changes in our operations and the production processes are forcing to 
continue bringing fresh challenges and opportunities for QHSSE. Having demonstrated our ability to evolve 
ourselves, we are confident that we can rise to the challenges ahead, not only to continue to improve the 
quality health and safety management system but to adapt and embrace new ways and means of working 
together and with new opportunities throughout our organization.

The Petrogas E&P QHSSE department is greatly determined to set QHSSE management system on the 
right course for the next 5 years 2018 – 2022 across Petrogas E&P and its subsidiaries and we will need to 
work in partnership with all the workforce and line management to realize that this ambition is successfully 
achieved.

The “Leader in Safety Forum”,  also known as the LSF, held their periodic meeting on the 16th of November, 
which was hosted by MB Petroleum Services (MBPS) in the Park Inn hotel in Muscat. The LSF consists of high 
ranking executives from the PDO Well Engineering & Logistics Directorate and their Services Contractors. 
The Forum meets on monthly basis and dedicates its agenda purely to discuss important safety performance 
and related topics. The Forum’s work is driven by its members’ strong belief in their duty towards the safety 
of their workforces. In their meeting this month, the LSF members discussed several topics which included 
the management of competency for critical positions in well engineering operations, in addition to the 
hazards of hydrocarbons influx during drilling and maintenance activities, also referred to as Well Process 
Safety.

Engineer Mohammed bin Hamed Al-Rashdi, PDO Well Engineering and Logistics Director stated that LSF was 
established in 2006 to strengthen HSE leadership in PDO’s well engineering operations. The Forum addresses 
strategic issues collectively to make the work place safer for the entire workforce, protect assets and the 
environment and drive continuous improvement. Al-Rashdi added that the Forum has moved HSE from being 
driven by PDO to an HSE program that is set, owned and delivered by the contractor community with PDO 
support. Competition between companies does not pose a barrier to a collective approach towards safety and 
towards creating a sustainable environment, because the members believe that when it comes to safety and 
preservation of the environment, there should be no “silo” thinking, but fruitful collaboration for the benefit 
of all. As such the forum is, for instance, working on setting minimum standards for people competency and 
personal as well as wells process safety.

From his side, Dr Hamoud bin Rashid Al-Tobi, CEO of Alshawamikh Oil Services and the current Chairman of 
the “Leader in Safety Forum” explained that the Forum brings together the CEOs of around 40 Contractor 
Companies working in Well Engineering and Logistics services. He added: “the nature of the membership in 
the forum is voluntary and it is instigated from the deep belief of the members in the value of collaborative 
work to manage occupational hazards and to work continuously to develop and adopt effective systems to 
mitigate these hazards, and ultimately to protect the safety of all people in well sites.” Dr Hamoud mentioned 
that the Leader in Safety Forum resembles a successful example of joint working in HSE management between 
PDO and their contractor from one side, and between the Contractors themselves on another side.
On the LSF method of working, Engineer Salim bin Said Al-Harthi, CEO of MBPS and the current Vice-
Chairman of the Forum highlighted the positive role carried by the Forum to improve safety management in 
well engineering operation. In their monthly meetings, the LSF members review important status on safety 
performance with special attention paid to repeated incidents and the lessons learnt from these incidents 
which are used to enhance the members’ safety management systems.

PETROGAS : SHAPING THE FUTURE OF QHSSE 
MANAGEMENT- QHSSE EXCELLENCE 2022

LEADER IN SAFETY FORUM: MBPS
Safety is Top Priority for the “Leader in Safety Forum” - Oil 
Wells Services
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MBI: DIWALI CELEBRATION
MB Group of companies celebrated the Omani Women’s Day on the 17th of October at the head office in 
Athaiba. Most of the female employees had attended and enjoyed the celebration. 

The event started by a congratulation speech from the Chief Human Resources Officer Mr. Yasser Al Mughairi 
followed by a motivational session presented by Mrs. Basma al Bassami who talked about the importance of 
women’s achievements in both aspects, family and work life. 

The event was filled with competitions and gifts distributed to all female employees. 

Diwali, the festival of lights reminds us of the festive season of joy, splendour, enthusiasm and happiness. 

This year it indeed lit up the lives of the members of MBI. Keeping with our office tradition, this festivity was 
celebrated with pooja, bright and colourful Rangoli, Diyas & games to add to the festive mood. The office 
too adorned the festive look with employees decked in traditional outfits.

The day starts off with teams enthusiastically decorating the office and employees made a beautiful 
“Rangoli” with colours. Various Activities were planned and people from the entire department participated 
enthusiastically and were able to network and get to know each other more. Celebration provides stronger 
connection between employees and enhances their experiences as valued employees, while depicting the 
richness of Indian culture mingled with business culture.

OMANI WOMEN’S DAY
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MB HOLDING CELEBRATES 
47TH

NATIONAL DAY

16TH NOVEMBER 2017
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LONG SERVICE AWARDS 47TH NATIONAL DAY CELEBRATION 
IN MBI
MBI celebrated the 47th Nati onal Day of Oman on 16th of November 2017. The MBI offi  ce was decorated 
with Omani nati onal fl ag and colorful balloons and presented a lively picture. The staff  gathered to celebrate 
this occasion. A brief introducti on on the historic signifi cance of 18th November was given to the employees 
by Gaurav Arora of PG fi nance team. The speech highlighted the immense contributi on H.M Sultan Qaboos 
Bin Said has made for the people of Oman. Manoj Bhargava also shared his experience of Oman Day 
celebrati ons in Oman and how everyone, local and expats, together make this day very special.

All of MBI team extended their heartf elt greeti ngs to the colleagues in Oman on the special day.

On MB Holding celebration of 47th National Day, Chairman awarded 
those who completed more than 15 years of service in the company. He 
appreciated their hard work and devotion to support the Group growth.  
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MB GROUP CELEBRATES 47TH 

NATIONAL DAY WITH CHILDREN AT 
NIZWA HOSPITAL
On the 26th of November a team of MB Holding company visited Nizwa hospital to celebrate the 47th 
Nati onal Day with children in diff erent wards of the hospital. The team held some entertaining acti viti es 
engaging children and bringing smiles to their faces. Moreover, there were gift s and balloons distributed among 
children in diff erent wards such as physiotherapy and pediatric clinic. Iman Al Barwani, CSR and Corporate 
Communicati ons Manager.  Petrogas, stated, “As a leading company, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is 
at the heart of our philosophy and we regularly focus on health issues, especially when it comes to children’s 
health.  We are glad to see how Nizwa Hospital is committ ed to the health of all children through quality 
care and friendliness of its staff .”  

There was also an opportunity to meet Dr. Khalifa bin Hamad Al Shaqsi, Director of Nizwa Hospital to 
discuss various health-related issues and exchange stories. 

MB CLINIC ORGANIZES 
BLOOD DONATION CAMPAIGN

MB clinic organized a blood donation campaign at MB Head Office in collaboration with the Ministry of 
Health’s Blood Bank on the 29th of November, 2017. 

More than 90 employees volunteered to donate, but only 37 were accepted by the bank criteria after their 
mini checkup. The number was sufficient with the blood bank.

Donating blood can help patients suffering from cancer, bleeding disorders, sickle cell disease, thalassemia 
etc. It is important to know that human blood cannot be manufactured, people are the only source of it and 
that is why it is important to donate blood and help those who need it. Blood Donation not only makes the 
receiver’s life better, but also helps the donor to maintain good health.
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MB CLININC CAMP AT QARN AL ALAM 
World Diabetes Day
MB clinic visited Qarn Al Alam camp on the World Diabetes Day  the 14th of November to measure the 
employees’ blood sugar, blood pressure, & BMI (body mass index).

Two educational sessions were also conducted about smoking & low back pain. The first, was about low back 
pain; which is the commonest pain experienced by field employees.

Our spine or back bone is made up of 33 bones called vertebra, separated by intervertebral discs (IVD). The 
IVD is a ring of fibrous tissue containing a soft jelly center. The high water content of the disc makes them 
very elastic – as we bend, twist & move, they can expand & contract and then return to their original shape 
– acting as a shock absorber.
The commonest area of back pain is the low back (lumbosacral junction L4/L5, L5/S1); because it bears most 
of the body’s weight & it is the most mobile region of the spine, therefore it is prone to degeneration (wear 
& tear).

- Decompression - 
- Spinal stabilization – fixation using screws
- BED REST SHOULD NOT BE ADVICED as it might increase the chance of chronic pain.

Prevention:-
- Exercise (strengthen muscles around back bone)
- If you must stand, occasionally shift your weight from one side to the other.
- Sit in firm seats & straight back, keeping your back flat/straight with the knees bent to about 90°.

- Sleep on a firm, flat mattress. It is best to sleep on your side with your knees & hips bent and a     
 pillow under your head. Or on your back with pillows beneath your head & knees.
- Carry heavy weight in the proper way
- Wear low – heeled shoes

- Maintain body weight
- Avoid smoking – which increases risk of    
 osteoporosis (bone-weakening disease)
- Eat a nutritious diet – plenty of calcium,    
 phosphorus and vitamin D.
- Manage stress in your life.
 

Causes of pain:-
- Degenerative (most common)
- Instability (fracture, spondylolisthesis – anterior displacement of one vertebral body over another)
- Organic (tumor, infection).
- Nerve compression/ irritation.
- Psychogenic cause (depression, anxiety, etc.)
- Obesity - increases load on spine 

Spinal Cord

Vertebra

 Internal Vetebral
 Disk

Spinal Nerve

Most people with low back pain don’t need investigations, around 80 % resolves with conservative treatment 
in less than 3 months.

Treatment:-  
- Modification of daily activities.
- Medication (painkiller/antidepressant) to improve mobility & facilitate exercise
- Physiotherapy.
- Epidural injection – pain relief
- Discectomy – surgical removal of herniated disc material that presses on a nerve root.
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SALIM AL HARTHY ATTENDS 
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
Back in July, Mr. Salim Al Harthy joined 
Senior Executive Programme (SEP), 
which is delivered by London Business 
School (LBS). The programme is designed 
to high-caliber executives who typically 
have more than 15 years of management 
experience. 

Usually senior executives attend this 
programme from large organizations, 
regional directors or country managers, 
or presidents, CEOs and MDs of Mid and 
Large sized organizations.

To Salim the SEP was a great opportunity to develop a heightened awareness of the challenges facing 
today’s CEO. It allows participants to gain greater understanding of their business’s competitive context and 
develop the ability to plan strategically to create a more resilient future. Moreover, it enhances their ability 
to challenge existing industry assumptions and organizations’ business model.

“LBS Senior Executive Program is a program for those who need to manage strategic priorities, develop and 
lead effective teams and establish sustained competitive advantages in their organization. Some objectives 
of the program were challenging, but required to improve our skill set in terms of, leading the organizations, 
managing complex stakeholder relationships and improving operational and strategic agility. It was thought 
provoking and constructive interaction with peers facing similar life and work challenges, in a multinational 
environment with participants from more than 20 different countries. The course had highly qualified 
professors facilitating the programme with great guest speakers, materials, business cases discussions. There 
were trust, transparency and bond you create with your coaches and fellow participants.” Salim Al Harthy.

MBPS PARTNERS WITH
AL WAHEEJ SME 

MB Group represented by MB Petroleum Services (MBPS), in cooperation with the Oman Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (OCCI), signed a contract with a group of young Omanis to provide transportation 
services to the company. The ceremony was attended by HE Said Al Kiyumi, Chairman of OCCI, Dr. 
Mohammed Al Barwani, Chairman of MB Group and Salim Al Harthy CEO of MBPS.

On the initiative of MB Group to contract with emerging companies, HE the Chairman of the Chamber said: 
“We thank the Group for its constant initiatives in providing direct and indirect job opportunities for youth 
and its role in qualifying Omani cadres as well as refining their skills in many fields. The Group also plays a 
significant role in supporting small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and creating the proper environment for 
contracts and projects”

Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani said: “We are proud of the performance of our young people. They are qualified 
and capable of taking responsibility, and we as owners of private sector institutions have to support them 
and provide them with the right conditions to be more dedicated and productive. We should also give 
them priority in employment. We are always working to encourage and support young people to engage in 
entrepreneurship and build their own businesses in order to be business owners who provide jobs to their 
peers.” 

The signed contract will give our employees the required transportation service, such as airport pick-up 
and drop-off. Omani entrepreneurs will run the company, Al Waheej, to provide this service to us. They are 
operating with new set of cars ranging from sedan to SUVs.

Mr. Salim Al Harthy, CEO of MBPS said: “Believing in the need to support SMEs, MB Group seeks to support 
emerging companies and provide them with the necessary expertise to meet the challenges imposed on 
them. We signed a contract with Al-Waheej Company, which will provide us with transportation services for 
the Group’s employees.”

SEP Benefits to 
organizations:

1
2
3
4
5

Access best practice, thought leadership and cutting-edge business research.

Build awareness of the challenges facing the external business environment 
and their implications.

Develop senior leaders to be capable of leading organizations in complex times.

Enhance the presence and ability to lead across cultural organizations.

Provide practical guidance for improvements to organization’s strategy 
implementation.

1
2
3
4
5
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HAMDOON AL JABRI NATURE THROUGH LENSES… WITH SHAKIL
Life does not run out of adventures for Hamdoon Al Jabri. Having been an outdoor enthusiast, as he 
describes himself, he used to play with Fanja football team back in the 90s, but it was due to a knee 
injury that he could not conti nue with the team. Then he turned to camping trips, where he enjoyed 
outdoors acti viti es. He has developed good friendship with the sandy dunes of Wahiba, stone beach 
of Tiwi and the heights of Jabal Al Akhdhar. He has captured wonderful photos of northern Oman, 
and appreciated the beauty of southern autumn. Touring around was easy by his 6L, V8 Hummer H2.

One day, when he and his cousins were chatti  ng, his nephew shared his experience of climbing Kilimanjaro. 
He described how enthralling and amazing the adventure was. As he conti nued describing it, the idea of 
going had already paved its way in the minds of Hamdoon and his cousins. They left  the place with a promise 
to think about climbing Kilimanjaro. For Hamdoon, the idea was intriguing, however, he thought only those 
youngsters would have the guts and the stamina to go. He said, “I was among an adventurous group, they 
agreed to give it a go, they set a date to register and scheduled exercising plan to ensure their fi tness for the 
trip”. “In the next few days I saw them subscribing to the potenti al trip one by one, I felt as I have been left  
out” he added. The idea of going was great, but the doubt of being able to make it was greater. Nevertheless, 

it would defi nitely be an adventure of a 
lifeti me which worth seeking out. Thinking 
about it for weeks, encouraged by a number 
of his cousins who confi rmed their joining 
and ignited by his outdoor enthusiasm, 
Hamdoon texted “I’m in”.

Shakil Sheikh, Producti on Controller in UES, has built his passion for photography and painti ng since he 
was a child. Photography has been a huge part of his life. As he grows, his photography hobby grows 
with him and the camera has become his best friend. Started with the basic 35mm fi lm camera, Shakil 
practi ces carefully and pati ently to get good 36 pictures. The fact that the fi lm limited the fl exibility of 
reviewing the taken photos and the number of pictures of a single fi lm developed his sense of scene and 
light balancing. Later on, he moved gradually to the digital & professional cameras of which have great 
fl exibility features. His fi rst digital camera was a Canon, which he got aft er reading a lot of comparisons 
and reviews, as he wanted to make sure that this is the right step forward to practi ce and enjoy his 
hobby.

Nature in general and wildlife specifi cally are the passion to Shakil. He has a big collecti on of landscapes, 
natural phenomena and animal in acti on. “I love outdoors and being close to the nature, it is a relaxing 
feeling. For that I love taking a snapshot memory with me to remember it and show others the beauty of 
the nature”. Shakil added “This hobby taught me to be pati ent and grab the right moment, as I might be 
waiti ng for a nice picture for long hours… but it is worth it”.

Shakil likes his digital camera, the Canon 1300D. He invested in the lenses and on training himself on 
photography. He believes that the current digital cameras have features more than what a hobbyist 
would need. Moreover, for nice pictures he has three lenses: the 18 – 55, 55 – 250 with IS, and the 75 
– 300. However, what makes the picture great is the photographer himself; that is why Shakil att ended 
photography training in India and Oman, as well as a special short course with Canon training centre.
As nature has infi nite pictures to be taken, Shakil will conti nue taking his camera, waiti ng for the right 
moment and …click… to produce the perfect picture to share with others the magnifi cence of nature.

Hamdoon told us, “In this trip you really 
appreciate the Creator. The variety of the 
environment in one place, where the base 
of Kilimanjaro is tropical and the summit is 
like Antarcti ca. I do encourage everybody 
to go, get disconnected from life routi ne 
and go above the clouds. It is tough, but 
achievable”

AFTER   OFFICE   HOURS
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This summer Oceanco launched their fi rst editi on of the Oceanco Summer Showcase. 
It is an airy, light, entertaining magazine for the Oceanco fl eet, brokers and beyond. 

It covers some new Oceanco designs being worked on and some airy materials such as charter desti nati on 
experiences, bit of fashion etc. There will be both a summer and a winter editi on.

The idea behind Project Cosmos is to have a yacht where you can be in touch with and enjoy your surroundings 
yet sti ll be in a controlled environment. This concept led to the creati on of a glass dome covering the upper 
deck. The enti re yacht will have a huge empty space on the top deck creati ng a unique open layout with the 
dynamic dome fl oati ng opti cally above the hull. ‘This provides an interesti ng tension between being
adventurous and being safe’ says designer Luiz DeBasto of DeBasto Designs.

He adds,‘The glass dome, while it looks simple, is extremely complex’. And that’s the point of working with 
Oceanco on Cosmos, DeBasto says. “Oceanco is a company that enjoys the challenge,” he explains. While 
other yards tend to live in their comfort zones, DeBasto adds, “that’s not what happens here.” The glass can 
be dimmed or coloured to support a desired mood. In additi on to sporti ng the completely innovati ve glass 
dome, the forward moving angles of the yacht’s lines create an aggressively modern profi le.
Builtbyoceanco.com

OCEANCO
Oceanco Summer Showcase 

The new 90m Design Project 
Cosmos

experiences, bit of fashion etc. There will be both a summer and a winter editi on.

SUM
MER
SHOW
CASE

The Fort Lauderdale Internati onal Boat Show, known in the industry as FLIBS, is the largest yacht show 
in the world with over 1000 boats ranging from runabouts, and sportfi shing boats to high -performance 
boats and superyachts. Oceanco was present at the show with a stand at the Superyacht Life Pavilion, a 
designated area for members of the Super Yacht Builders Associati on. 

Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show, November 1-5, 2017
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An Oceanco annual traditi on is Fleet Day. A few days prior to the Monaco Yacht Show, Oceanco invited the 
captains and chief engineers of its fl eet for a day’s outi ng of fun and relati onship building. Aft er a casual 
breakfast at Port Vauban, in the south of France, the group of 40 revelled driving in a classic car rally through 
the mountains to the port of Cannes. Once they arrived in Cannes at the dock, Oceanco had on hand a few 
high-end Dutch-built tenders—Wajer and LekkerBoats — to transport the group to La Guérite, a restaurant 
on the rocky cove of Ile Sainte-Marguerite, an island not far from Cannes. Everyone enjoyed a delightf ul 
lunch and good conversati on before heading back to Anti bes.

The astonishingly beauti ful 110-meter/360-foot motoryacht Jubilee delivered in July 2017 by Oceanco 
made her debut appearance at the Monaco Yacht Show. Jubilee is the largest yacht to date built in the 
Netherlands.  In just a few months ti me, she has claimed three presti gious industry awards: World Yachts 
Trophies’ ‘Yacht of the Year Award’, the exclusive award for the ‘Finest Superyacht’ of the Monaco Yacht 
Show and the ‘Exterior Design Award’. She was, without a doubt, the most impressive and eye-catching 
yacht in Monaco. 

His Serene Highness Prince Albert II of Monaco was very impressed by his tour aboard Jubilee. HE Maitha 
Saif Al Mahrouqi, Undersecretary for the Ministry of Tourism of Oman, was onboard for the Prince’s visit 
along with Dr. Mohammed Al Barwani and several other notable people from Oceanco and Monaco.

Oceanco parti cipates annually in the world’s largest Superyacht Show—the Monaco Yacht Show. This year, 
Oceanco had a stand as well as the yachts Jubilee & Anastasia.  At their stand, Oceanco had several scale 
models of their latest projects, including the 90-meter project, Yasmin, which has an exterior design by 
Espen Øino and an interior design by Terence Disdale Design. In additi on, Oceanco’s ‘Lumen’, a 91-meter 
(300ft ) motor yacht concept developed with American designer Adriel Rollins, was presented. In order to 
enhance the light moti f, Oceanco painted its scale model of Lumen with a revoluti onary new product called 
Sun King® Diamond coati ng. The proprietary coati ng is a patent pending process developed by Jean Boulle 
Luxury, a group that has a long heritage in all facets of the diamond industry. Boulle is working exclusively 
with partners AkzoNobel, a global paint and coati ng company, to tailor this diamond coati ng for automobiles, 
airplanes and yachts.

OCEANCO
Oceanco Fleet Day – 25 September, 2017 M/Y Jubilee stole the Monaco Yacht Show

Monaco Yacht Show, September 27-30, 2017

Bernard d’Alessandri, President of the Yacht Club of Monaco; Marcel Onkenhout, CEO Oceanco; Dr Barwani, 
Chairman Oceanco; HE Maitha Saif Al Mahrouqi, Undersecretary for the Ministry of Tourism of Oman; HSH 
Prince Albert II, Gaelle Tallarida, Director Monaco Yacht Show; Paris Baloumis, Group Marketi ng Manager 
Oceanco; Lord Stephen A. Carter, Group Chief Executi ve of Informa; and Rupert Nelson, Burgess Yachts
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MB BOWLING CHAMPIONS

Aim, Focus, Run, throw with a twist… STRIKE. That is how our ladies bowling team played the National and 
OPAL tournaments. They are a committed group of employees from MBH, Petrogas, UES, who got the top 
places in the OPAL tournament. The bowling tournament organized by the Ministry of Sports Affairs started 
on October, 15 for four days. 

Professional players participated, and some of them play in the National Bowling Team. With 10 teams 
playing in the tournament; MB Women Bowling team who was consisted of Shamsa Al Shukairy, Saada Al 
Rawahi, Hanan Al Qaidi and Farida Al Bulushi scored 1587 points as a team. In the masters both Shamsa and 
Saada played very good rounds scoring 1294 and  1342 respectively. 

OPAL Bowling Tournament, which started on the 6th of November, had 7 teams from companies like Al Ghalbi 
International, Opal and OOCEP. MB Holding participated with two teams in this tournament, represented 
by UES and Petrogas teams. UES team was formed of Asma Al Barwani, Asila Al Abri, Marwa Al Nahwi and 
Zuwaina Al Waili. Petrogas team was represented by Hanan Al Qaidi, Saada Al Rawahi, Shamsa Al Shukairy 
and Muzna Al Abri. 

The team had one day of official practice, but two weeks of zealous training. The team had an excellent start, 
with 1165 scores in the first day, followed by another good scores of 1308 in the second day. With high 
scores of playing teams; Petrogas came in first place in the tournament, followed by UES in the second place.

OPAL football tournament was an energetic round of matches. Three teams of MB participated in OPAL 
sports week: Gulf Drilling, MBPS, UES. All have played very good matches, especially UES team who played 
very strong matches and managed to reach to semi-finals. 

The semi-finals and the final matches were planned to run in Sultan Qaboos Stadium. UES and National 
Drilling Service Company (NDSC) met for the semi-final matches to determine the 3rd and 4th places. The 
match ended negatively without scores, then in the penalties NDSC team won the game. Nevertheless, it 
was an excellent tournament with lots of energy and fun.

Women’s bowling championship
MB FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS
OPAL football tournament was an energetic round of matches. Three teams of MB participated in OPAL 
sports week: Gulf Drilling, MBPS, UES. All have played very good matches, especially UES team who played 
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MB FIFA TOURNAMENT

FIFA 17

It was a sunny winter day, with cold breeze blows when the MBI Cricket Tournament took place on the 
15th of December 2017 for MBI staff. The staff was divided into four teams namely- MBI Dragons, MBI 
Redhawks, MBI Vipers & MBI Pelicans and color theme was planned for each team. Four Cricket matches 
were played with all the teams putting in their best efforts. MBI Redhawks were the winners of the games 
after a closely contested final match The staff enjoyed the day outing thoroughly with delicious snacks and 
winter treats like Gajjak and roasted ground nuts. Umpiring was done by NV. Sudhir assisted by Ankush and 
scoring was done by Priyanka.  Vikash Kumar was the commentator of the day and his sense of humor added 
a lot of fun to the event. 

The tournament brought out the cricketing talent in the staff and the performances of some players were 
outstanding.  Awards were given for Best Batsman of the Day-Ravi Sharma, Best Bowler- Vivek Tiwari, 
Special Awards were given to outstanding performance to Sushil Negi & Balvinder Singh. Altogether the 
competition and camaraderie were enjoyed by all the participants.

Tournament played in PlayStation 4. 
MBI CRICKET TOURNAMENT

FIFA FIFA 1717

Work hard, Play hard… MB Sports Club introduced the first MB FIFA Tournament played in PlayStation 4. 
The initial plan was to have 8 teams tournament, but the demand was higher, so we increased it to 16 teams 
consisting of 32 plays. Each team had two players, who needed to synchronize their moves to score. 

The team who played very well from the beginning of the game consisted of Mohammed Al Marhoobi and 
Ali Al Tamimi, and they deserved to be the winners. The tournament was held in MB Holding training centre 
and started after working hours. However, both semifinals and final matches were held at lunchtime.
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UES PARTCIPATES AT ANNUAL ADIPEC UES - HR INITIATIVE

CONGRATULATIONS TO UES SALES TEAM! UES’S BEST EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER 

United Engineering Services (UES) along with its subsidiary company KOLLER Maschinen- und Anlagenbau 
GmbH participated in the annual Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition and Conference (ADIPEC) 
2018 which is the world’s most influential Oil and Gas exhibition and conference.

As part of UES’s new HR initiatives to boost staff performance, a total of around 10 employees across all 
departments who scored “outstanding” in last year’s annual performance, were awarded by the Company 
executive a note of appreciation from both management and inspiring employees.

UES thanks the employees for being an asset to the company, a trusty subordinate to their boss and a source 
of inspiration for their colleagues.

UES is happy to announce Q3 2017 
“Best Employees” from nominated 
Departments. Selected candidates 
have been chosen based on a set of 
criteria by the new scheme worthy 
as “Employee of the Quarter” for a 
particular department. Below are 
our 2nd  Batch of  employees of  Q3 
2017  from respective departments.

Congratulations and thank you 
Sachin, Santhosh, Vikas, Younis, 
Anuj, Khadija, Rhoderick, Modak, & 
Satish. 

Beamex has recognized UES as the 
“Best Partner – 2016” during their ASM 
– 2017 (Area Sales Meeting) amongst 
all their EMEA regional agents. This is 
as a result of our consistent successful 
business over the past couple of years, 
even in challenging market conditions 
(where all other agents have struggled). 
Our sales team (Mohan & Roopesh) 
has put in significant efforts and has 
thought out of the box to achieve this 
triumph. 

Congratulations to the entire UES 
team ! 

UES has displayed many of it’s innovative technologies including Stuffing box which is a 100% Omani product 
specially designed and field proven to operate in adverse conditions on steam injection or conventional 
wells.
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ENDRESS + HAUSER, SWITZERLAND’S 
VISIT TO OMAN 
UES arranged a plant visit to Majis Industrial Services Co. in Sohar for a delegation from our principal Endress 
+ Hauser, Switzerland. 

Majis Industrial Services (Majis) provides water services to Oman`s growing industrial port and other special 
economic areas in Sohar. Majis started its operations by providing seawater for cooling purposes to the 
tenants of Sohar Industrial Port Area (SIPA) and has since grown to become a one-stop water utilities solution 
provider for its customers.

Majis management was courteous to receive UES and Endress + Hauser team to visit their Sohar plant with 
a factory tour. UES + E&H also presented Majis with their capabilities to offer them products and solutions 
for their plant. This visit will strengthen our relationships and business potential in future.  

Both MBPS and UES participated in Omani Products Exhibition, OPEX, in Qatar and Algeria along with many 
other Omani companies. Qatar OPEX was held in Doha between 12 – 14 September and Algeria OPEX 
was held in Algeria between 9 – 12 Octobers. This exhibition facilitates a great platform for companies and 
potential customers to meet and get to know more about products and services that can be offered. MB 
Holding was represented by Salim Al Harthy, Mahfoodh Al Shaikh and Nabegh Al Maqbali from MBPS, and 
Sergio Kolkov and Arwa Al Barwani from UES. 

The team managed to present their products and services to the audience, which included governmental 
officials and businesspersons. Afterwards, on the 15th of November, Salim Al Harthy received appreciation 
certificate from H.E. Dr. Ali bin Masoud Al Sunaidy, Minister of Commerce and Industry for the efforts done 
to support OPEX 2017. 

MBPS & UES REPRESENT MBG AT OPEX 
QATAR & ALGERIA 
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MB HOLDING GROUP OF COMPANIES  IS PARTICIPATING IN                  2018

PANTONE 1797

C0 M100 Y99 K4 C00 M01 Y00 K43

R227 G27 B35 R161 G161 B164

COOL GRAY 8 C

IS PARTICIPATING IN                  2018
The Region’s Leading Oil & Gas Exhibition and Conference
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18TH MAY 2017 

09.30 – 11.00 am 

MBH Training Center Mazin & Jabir Bin Zaid  

                         Speaker:  Fatma Ibrahim Al Hassani   
                       Specialized Mental Health Nurse/Master in Health administration  

This session is intended for all MB Group in Muscat. 

MB Holding Company LLC
P O Box 695, Muttrah

Postal Code 114, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24580580 - Fax: +968-24580599
Email: mboman@mbholdingco.com

www.mbholdingco.com

Petrogas E&P LLC
P O Box 353, Ruwi

Postal Code 112, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24527900 - Fax:+968 24527909

Email: petrogasep@petrogas.com.om

www.petrogasep.com

MB Petroleum Services LLC
P O Box 695, Seeb

Postal Code 111, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-24580000 - Fax: +968-24494530

Email: mboman@mbpetroleum.co.om

www.mbpetroleum.com

United Engineering Services LLC
PO Box 216, Rusayl

Postal Code 124, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968 24161200 - Fax: +968 24150101

Email: info@uesoman.com

www.uesoman.com

Mawarid Mining LLC
P O Box 476, Sohar 

Postal Code 321, Sultanate of Oman

Tel: +968-26865300 - Fax:+968-26865301

Email: mawaridoman@mawaridmining.com

www.mawaridmining.com

SULTANATE OF OMAN

 ESPRESSO
SESSION

UES

18TH MAY 2017 

09.30 – 11.00 am 

MBH Training Center Mazin & Jabir Bin Zaid  

                         Speaker:  Fatma Ibrahim Al Hassani   
                       Specialized Mental Health Nurse/Master in Health administration  

This session is intended for all MB Group in Muscat. 

ESPRESSO CHAT

Ali Al Farai organized the first Espresso Session in UES headquarter, Al Russail, on the 25th of July. The 
session was attended by a good number of UES employees, who appreciated the effort to have the session 
closer to them. UES Espresso had the title of “Life Juggling” through which Ali gave tips on how to get things 
done and still have time for ourselves.

CONTACT US
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Contact for MB Group
Special Rates


